
Now World Rulers {German & Jew} Elites in the Despair .
Both their myth(the Holy Bible and the Nordic Myth) commonly foretold World End with fire
ball earth and is true also in science They have been ruling the world with intelligence and
wealth power.Due to their historical severe conflict, they seem terribly too damaged to
recover the righteous world,and invisibly strong despair. Thereby,by independent from them,
the 3rd party must be launched toward rapid establishing global saving regime.

[１]:Re-verification of Historical Fact at Now World.2022/4/15
⑴In this world,there are many books on the conspiracy of Jew’s world ruling.
So far in authors survey,it is not correct,but actual ruler at now is German Elite
Ally(USA,UK,...) such as Rockefeller family the oil emperor in USA,it is also true that once
Rothschild had strong power in Europe.However stronger influence at now to the world is
USA with CIA-media-military industry complex the grim reaper of outstanding military power.
NAZIS actually reincarnated in USA by operation paper click.→⑶.
Note America’s the most race is not Anglo Saxon,but German American(USA the Germany).
⑵Russia revolution and NAZIS establishment were supported by the wealthiest
such as Rosthchild(Russia) and Rockefeller(NAZIS) .

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
⑶After the war,almost the world nations had become ruled by USA.
CIA operation Condor(south America),operation Gradio(Europe),..............
http://777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf
⑷NAZI Ideology Adorer CIA-Military Industry Complex Reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
A:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.
THE GOOD OF WAR
B:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL
“B” is Eugenics Satan Ideology against God(justice,truth,brotherhood)leading us into hell,
which once became origin toward NAZIS establishing in USA wealthiest who hate Jew the
revolution race.and at now realizing as “Covid Pandemic and Ukraine-Russia the fake war”
in climate worsened world.It is nothing,but final survival battle toward Methane Extinction.
⑸Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater
of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world
for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho


[２]:To Be,or Not To Be.
⑴German a Damned Race?!(also they were damaged race!)
Any historical race personality can not be free from strong influence of their habitat.
Thereby,any difference of any race is originally nothing sin.However there was a tragedy.
NO ONE ERRS WILLINGLY........Socrates
Note,in English,to live is backward sequence of spelling “evil.”
If people is compelled to survive by being evil due to life environment,what they could be??
They become something crooked to be atheistic momentism with emotion of absurdity.
Because they unconsciously recognize to live is to be evil,which compel being crooked.
This character is reflected also in song of Germany origin secret society Skull & Bonds .
Germania by Tacitus.
https://facultystaff.richmond.edu/~wstevens/history331texts/barbarians.html
They are less able to endure toil or fatiguing tasks and cannot bear thirst or heat, though their
climate has inured them to cold spells and the poverty of their soil to hunger.........................
they show strange contradictions-at the same time, they love laziness and hate peace.
They were warmonger who hate peace,because looting is a task for livelihood.
*Tacitus describe also good aspect of their customs.
Thus German seems to author a cursed race?!.They survived in most severe Nordic
Region,where they compelled to be warmonger to survive in battle for poorer resource.
*In ancient middle east region was terrible battle field,so heaven revelation went down to Jew.
While Nordic German could not get such God revelation?,it would be unfair by God ?!

In modern era, they caused both world the 1st and 2nd.German American Rockefeller
happened to become the wealthiest emperor in USA by oil sales and in later, his EXXON
MOBIL engineer had noticed CO2 causes global warming,however he decided to conceal
and intercept the deadly fact,It is famous the Co has been intervening IPCC climate policy
crooked as no effective. Now IPCC has been hiding the most risk at now Arctic Methane
Catastrophe.That is ,he the eugenicist secretly had decided mankind extinction.
Rockefeller & UK imperial the top elite(Bilderberg the grim reaper)obsess depopulation plan.
Note Operation EndGame told only elite would survive by high technology.
Thus we can not help,but conclude,To Be(they) and Not To Be(all of us).

⑵God Choosed Jew,but People Persecuted Them in the upside down world.
⒜Outstanding Jew in Lower Class and the Class Struggle.
For long author was interested on Jew history,however he could not grasp the kernel of
Judaism,some say it is teach on way,manner and law in life in general.However it is not
all,but some are hided against none Jew.It might be their kernel?.Once Author heard that if
religion is genuine,it would reveal something miracle by a Jew.It may be something
miracle !.Many genius were born from them and they became elites to evolve culture,
politics and business in modern history.Note a modern history was made by them as their
class struggle.Thereby German elites become extremely cautious against their outstanding
ability to cause risk of their highest status decline.NAZIS aim and origin in USA was at there.

https://ancphil.lsa.umich.edu/-/downloads/osap/19-Segvic.pdf
https://facultystaff.richmond.edu/~wstevens/history331texts/barbarians.html


⒝Jew History the Compelled in Recent Era.
Once imagine their mind !! ,Holocaust survivors had been deeply damaged their mind.
They had done great contribution than anyone else in religion,ideology,culture,science and
politics.while in facing Holocaust,many did not save them,but some supported NAZIS.
After the war,engineered Israel by insidious UK was trap to cause their secondary hardship
with Muslim nations the friend since long past.Losing money and personal relations are fatal
in general.Destroying trust to others in their mind is fatal than anything else,which drive their
mind despair?.It can be even ill toward death.Recent Covid years,Israel seems trying calm
suicide,Or someone evil plot insidious conspiracy to cause calm 2nd Holocaust ??.
As for author,he could not feel their strong will to resist and survive in coming wild world.
Prison Israel now could not survive without compromise with German elites power.
This is the most important,but opened secret?matter,that is,Both German and Jew elites
now compromise with each other in order to conserve their status.

⒞Compromise between Elites of German and Jew.
People become cautious who face ethnic race something different and do not understand
the difference.A trust never be accomplished without well understanding.Thereby in the fake
conflict at now ,both they are entirely trying to destroy enemy’s trust-ability,
The tragedy of Jew is also for us who could not have admitted their great mission(religion),
but stupidly and terribly persecuted by insidious manipulation of evil rulers.If we really
understood them and acted with them,the world would be better than that of today.
Thus they once compelled to opt the dual strategy to survive, that is bad Jew and good
Jew.This is important to understand them.The former cooperate with established none-Jew
hereditary power,while the latter are not.

Some journalists point out that both Putin and Zelensky are Jew,who connect with strong
global (Jew power?,but German one)This case is bad Jew,thereby,journalism with their
behind German elite power has been strongly accusing Putin.While Zelensky himself
admitted his being Jew is supported by German ally nations.However he actually bad Jew
actor who cooperate evil German elites.By anyhow we must recognize German ally’s strong
hatred against Jew and Russian.Actual evil is that of German,while they obsess to make
Jew and Russian bad.

⒟The Double Damaged the Double Suicide ??!!
Authors conclusion at now is that global ruling by both them is dangerous enough to cause
extincted world at last.Both they compromised seem will not try to save this world,but
invisibly pessimistic and despair toward co-extinction ,as for which they consider,or believe
their destiny.They are high pride and stubborn people, not likely change their thought.
Thereby rapid bringing up the 3rd party is desirable !!!
This is the aim of this report !!



⑶In the very gloomy world,at least,it may be allowed to
Imagine, by all the people, something outrageously joke !!

⑴Global united exposing the deadly fake of Ukraine is to cease the war
And expel Zelensky and Putin to establish new free Russia.
⑵Le Pen victory is to destroy NATO ruling and establish new free France and Europe.
*Her victory may be very difficult due to both betray by domestic and abroad.

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2022/04/04/mele-a04.html

https://www.politico.com/news/2022/04/08/white-house-putin-paris-00024054

https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/202204110000/

⑶The fake Biden regime crime as for the Ukraine is exposed to collapse
by hungry angry American Revolution toward join anti-NWO ally. It is they who prepared
coming Ukraine war at today, which is sufficient to expel them from presidency.

*If USA is revolved,author is to begin saxphone lesson.Because his tough job now is to end.
⑷China is to face once re-revolution due to⑴⑵⑶
⑸Note⑴⑵⑶are Russia,France,America re-Revolution respectively.

History is to repeat again,if so,the world could be saved.

⑹Rapid Establishing Global Climate Wartime Regime the Final Revolution.
New energy technology is established to transit to Energy Revolution.

The regime is not only very severe tough tasks(especially initial time),but there would be
large possibility to create a new culture due to sufficient leisure time,because the production
Is limited to minimum to survive.General labor time must be reduced drastically to minimize
energy.It could be also a revolution to busy business to relaxed cultural and leisure time life
by doing way.Note both in west and east old middle age with sufficient time,but without clock
and rich energy,they created gorgeous decorations on building and costume,which can not
be seen in today.Those may be due to rich in time which create rich culture.

Please Listen by Musicians the genius sensitive future warning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOQi0y9n9MA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELNL_vRX4eQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3dFpQzu54w&list=RDGMEMJQXQAmqrnmK1SEjY_rKBGA&index=4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MueioLajS2E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfcJ9_C6SOM

Also John Lennon call for global UNITY.

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2022/04/04/mele-a04.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/04/08/white-house-putin-paris-00024054
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/202204110000/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOQi0y9n9MA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELNL_vRX4eQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3dFpQzu54w&list=RDGMEMJQXQAmqrnmK1SEjY_rKBGA&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MueioLajS2E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfcJ9_C6SOM

